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This is a summary of the OneWest brand.
Enclosed is a description of the Radio,
Apparel and Magazine.
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Included is a strategic plan of marketing
and overview of all three business
components that create the OneWest
synergy.
In addition, there is a Biography of the
OneWest founder and CEO.

OneWest Magazine
covers have featured
some of today’s most
popular hip-hop artists.
The Magazine had hit
the ground running.
As these covers
exemplify, OneWest
Magazine allows
readers to get an inside
glimpse into the lives of
their favorite artists.
The magazine covers
capture your attention.
OneWest goes further;
the content is
exceptional, providing
compelling stories about
legends in the industry
and interviews with
cultural icons.
The realistic
perspective, exclusive
never seen or heard
before accounts of
events draws the reader
in. These events
candidly shared,
expressed and even
illustrated in detail.
OneWest Magazine is
the Real Deal!
Proudly unique since its
inception, OneWest
Magazine is constantly
thriving to grow by
maintaining superior
integrity.
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Overview
OneWest is comprised of three (3) divisions:
1. ONEWEST MAGAZINE
2. ONEWEST RADIO
3. ONEWEST APPAREL
The synergy among these three core business divisions gives Onewest the ability to increase exposure
exponentially. The company is proud to have the ability to reach new markets by segment, while
creating demand and complimenting the others efforts. We feel supremely confident in our ability to
stand alone as a unique and desirable media and entertainment driven enterprise. The company has
positioned itself to become a major influence in this market space.
As part of our corporate culture, we proudly echo the words of our commercials: “OneWest is Fashion,
OneWest is Music, OneWest is Unity, and OneWest is a Lifestyle”!
Our company has analyzed and is constantly researching the industry and our competitions ability to not only capturer, but create
new market share. Our focus is concentrated on demand, salability and attractiveness to our advertisers.
The OneWest executive team found an underserved niche market. We began setting a new standard in this market. Certain threats
such as; the emergence of a new competitor or more sophisticated, attractive or cheaper versions of our magazine have not impacted
our organic growth. OneWest has spread its footprint into international markets by sticking to our fundamentally and economical
efficient approach. We use an economy of scales model to market and brand.
We will explain in greater detail how this method will be used to increase our sales volume in this strategic planning summary.
Our radio station: OneWest Radio has done several hundred interviews with top name celebrities. Our YouTube presence boasts

The company has experienced rapid
growth organically, through very deep and far reaching roots in the entertainment industry. The founder has
tapped into his decades of experience and most importantly his personal relationships in the industry, these
relationships were reflected immediate upon the launch of this enterprise. From inception, OneWest has stayed
hyper-focused on establishing, maintaining and growing this brand. The salability of the magazine speaks for
itself at this stage of development.
over 300 such interviews which are currently posted and have been widely viewed.

Pricing
Our pricing is within a competitive range. Although prices need to be competitive; we create quality first with a built in value add
through unique content. We firmly believe that competition based on price alone, is a poor strategy. We believe in giving our
advertisers exposure and our reader’s quality, exclusive insight into fashion, music, relevant news and more.
Market Growth and Profitability through Advertising
The basis for our marketing plan is done by drawing from our most significant strengths. One such strength is utilizing directors,
producers, photographers, actors and A list recording artists to promote our magazine, wear our clothing line and be heard on our
radio station. Cost effective approach and relatively quick growth can be underscored by our marketing methods.
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Simply put, our commercials are effective. The company avoids making assumptions as to our advertisers, readers and listeners
anticipation of our publication or radio programs. The ability to reach our market has been successful through our initial commercial,
print add, event and radio campaigns. The original launch of the magazine began in 2015. The company experienced significant
positive response from word of mouth exposure by industry networking. We began a commercial marketing program or an “official
launch” in order to give the circulation push forward. The imperial data, cost structure and general budget is as follows:

The Commercial used in conjunction with the previous aired time slot data can be viewed at:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lOQJK4S4uoI
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Our Approach to Allocating Marketing Budgets across Channels
Based on our business structure, we consider two primary budget allocations:

Offline and Online – We place focus on how to spread the online investment across the
various online/digital channels. We can draw from our strengths and footprints already established to be extremely efficient and cost effective with our strategy.
Based on our research and review of various marketing reports, here are some conclusions from
that research:
 In 2016, the average firm was expected to allocate 30% of their marketing budget to online,
this rate is expected to grow to 35% by 2019
 Search engine marketing will capture the largest share of online spend with online display
(banner ads, online video, etc.) taking the second largest share
 Social media investments will continue to grow as an overall share of online spend, but will
only represent about 15% of the total online spend


Mobile marketing has grown to a point that it’s no longer tracked in the forecast and it’s presumed to be considered across all channels

 29% of a marketing budget was allocated to online/digital channels
 Search engine marketing (SEO & SEM) captured the largest share of online spend at 47% or
about 14% of the firm’s total marketing budget


Online display advertising (banner ads, remarketing & retargeting) captured the next biggest
share of the online spend at about 34% of total online spend and about 10% of the total marketing budget

 Social media investments were estimated at 6% of total online spend and a bit less than 2%
of the total marketing budget
 Mobile garnered about 10% of the total digital marketing budget and slightly less than 3% of
the total marketing budget.

Our approach is in line with these projections and we are able to comfortably maintain this budget. We intend to implement some incentives such as free ring tones
and more to first time subscribers and visitors to our site(s). Again, we intend to
draw from our strengths and in-house resources to enhance our ability to grow
while developing loyalty amongst our advertisers and subscribers.
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Our Ability to be Sufficiently Capitalized
As part of OneWest’s over-all business strategy, we have entered into an agreement with Spotlight Capital
Holdings, Inc.(Spotlight). An investment holding company which is publically traded, investing in both
privately and publically held entities for returns in businesses demonstrating a substantial profitability initiative.
OneWest fits the Spotlight requirements as a business demonstrating a sustainable business model and leading
business practice Spotlight is structured on the ability to entertain merger and acquisition candidates and its ability to
issue equity and also do fund raising in order to meet future growth objects. OneWest is utilizing this business
relationship in order so we may not incur conventional debt.
Through a conservative equity share stake Spotlight is able to utilize Regulation “A” Tier One funding. More
specifically meet Blue sky requirements for Crowd Funding platforms. This allows OneWest to grow at this stage of
development without incurring structured debt burden and having to service debt utilizing operating cash. The
availability of raising funds in this manner will allow us to ear mark funds specifically towards organized and
effective marketing campaigns. We will also have cash available for anticipated increase in magazine sales
associated with more aggressive marketing. Our plan includes hiring and training additional advertising sales staff.
OneWest feels that this criterion is in line with companies demonstrating flexibility with the new 2014 JumpStart
Jobs Act initiative. More Specifically, the Regulation A issuance of our common stock to investors. The Company is
a self-managed public company. It intends to provide long term equity linked capital to our business through this
arrangement.
We intend to utilize a conservative approach and anticipate growth on a steady basis. Our intent is to measure
growth on a quarterly basis while maintaining superior quality as we grow. Our advertisers and subscribers will
receive our highest standard of service.

OneWest was built and has grown organically by utilizing our arsenal of entertainment relationships and our vast industry driven business network. We feel that this
arrangement gives us a significant edge on our competition, while allowing us to
save operating cash. We want to keep our balance sheet healthy by not incurring
revolving debt payments if possible.
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SIX STEP MARKETING STRATEGY TO ENHANCE SUBSCRIBER BASE AND USER TRAFFIC TO
ONEWEST RADIO, WWW.ONEWESTMAGAZINE.COM AND ONEWEST MAGAZINE
OneWest has grown organically over the past three years. The current issue circulation is 25,000. We intend to reach a
100,000 issue monthly circulation through our new strategic initiative, and here is how:







Enhance our personal branding for each company division
Focus on specific content marketing.
Search engine optimization (SEO)
Conversion optimization
Aggressive Social Media marketing
Email marketing through subscriber data base cultivation

1. Personal Branding. We firmly believe that being Successful is done through cultivating relationships with our highly
successful partners. We draw on the synergy of industry professionals we have a direct affiliation with. We appreciate
and exploit this opportunity to leverage a more powerful image to promote our media driven enterprise. Our team has
formed significant partnerships and we utilize high-profile relationships in the entertainment industry to constantly have
our brand exposed. Our organization maintains integrity and strives to build a positive, energetic, fiscally responsible,
ethical and healthy image.
2. Content Marketing.
Through content marketing in a variety of forms, and we manage to stay ahead of the trending curves. For example,
utilizing white papers, eBooks and other long-form content to attract downloads, signups and conversions, we use an onsite blog to attract more inbound traffic to our site.
We use content as a form of help and troubleshooting, or some combination of these applications. We find content
marketing is incredibly versatile and useful. We have content accessible on a constant basis.
3. Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
By making your site more visible in search engines, we generate more traffic from people searching for the products or
services offered. Much of our organic search position ranking comes from the technical structure of our site(s) and our
ongoing content development strategy.
SEO is optimized because we are consistently creating new content -- and it has proven to be worth extra investment to
ensure our site is properly indexed.
4. Conversion Optimization.
Most of these strategies aim to get more people on your site, but what do those people do once they’re there? Conversion
optimization helps you ensure you get more value out of each and every visitor by maximizing your rate of conversion.
Sometimes, this means including more conversion opportunities, and other times, improving the ones we have.
5. Social Media Marketing.
Social media marketing has significant potential in building and nurturing a social media audience. Again, content will
come into play heavily here, as it will likely be the factor that attracts our audience to begin with. Here, we stand to gain
greater brand visibility, a greater reputation and far more inbound traffic with our syndicated links. We draw audiences
from our radio broadcast, website and hard-copy magazine.
6. Email Marketing.
Email marketing has astounding potential for ROI because its low costs. We have begun collecting subscribers from our
existing customer base, our social media followers and other new opportunities; from there, even an upcoming newsletter
will help encourage repeat traffic to our site, facilitate more engagement with our brand and keep our brand top-of-mind
with our audience.
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We continue adhering to our fundamental strengths by providing the following:


Personal and flexible attention to our subscribers needs



Personal attention to the needs and benefit of our advertisers.



Keeping our fingers on the pulse of what separates the OneWest Magazine and Brand from any other.



Maintaining integrity and setting a new standard in the industry



Always striving to improve the quality of our publication



Being consistent and relevant with our promotions and content

Through our efforts, we intend to benefit from several opportunities


We intend to increase demand in a broader market sector – Establishing new geographic and demographic
footprints.



Benefiting from our aggressive and enhanced Internet marketing strategy to reach a global market



The ability to develop and maintain proprietary, state-of-the-art technologies that improve our product quality
and ensure better service to our advertisers.



Capture market share, client list and comprehensive marketing data associated with e-commerce campaigns.



Create a new broader ranged, international and larger group of readers, listeners and advertisers.

OneWest Focus on Our Market includes:


Analyzing the various needs of our advertisers and demand in specific regions.



Our company places special focus on a market niche which exploits our industry relationships and highlights
our strengths. This is done through cultivating personal relationships with “A” list Hip-Hop artists. Our
approach lends to exclusive first run commentary and related stories involving these featured artists and popular
Pop Culture icons. We pride ourselves on bringing new talent to light. Telling stories and sharing events that
are compelling in nature, as they unfold.



Directing special attention on an as need basis, to our priority advertisers. Historically 20% of our advertising
revenue stems from our priority advertising clients.
We intend to continue the advertising through network television. OneWest experienced a significant increase
in issue circulation utilizing our commercial. We feel that by expanding the advertising by region we can
continue to capture subscribers, build a loyal following and see steady increase in demand. Our strategy is to
ensure that we have our magazine available for purchase within regions where we are doing aggressive
marketing.
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What make OneWest Unique
The salability of the OneWest Magazine has been established. The demand continues. Our team of
professional staff members is enthusiastic about their positions within the company. OneWest believes that we
are the source for all things Hip-Hop. Prior to the age of social media, a magazine was the true source for
fashion, music and material events or news in entertainment. The magazine that represented the genre
individuals gravitate to. Magazines have captured images that are forever burned into our memories. Images
posted on bedroom walls, school lockers and the like.
Some of the stories have cultivated and even created icons. OneWest is truly unique and have positioned itself
in an underserved market. We have begun to pave a new road in this market space. We embrace technology,
social media and the era of blogs and twitter. We encourage subscribers to visit our site and enjoy that
experience. At OneWest, we take it a step further by giving readers insight which can only be presented the
way we do it. OneWest does this by having our ear to the streets, our relationships which span decades in the
industry. Being part of the machine and most importantly understanding the players and events behind the
scenes which fuel Hip-Hop culture.
OneWest has shown its ability to thrive by utilizing our business model. By positioning the company to capture
market share and fill in certain gaps left by the recent closure of certain well-known magazines, our intention is
to capitalize and grow. OneWest celebrates history and has created a platform to give exposure to the next big
artist, new fashion and news which is history in the making.
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About the Founder and CEO of OneWest
Darnell “O.G. Cuicide” Price
In order to fully understand the character and nature of the OneWest brand and its founder, the history must be
explained. Let’s discuss the experiences, the influences and the culture from which the OneWest brand
emanated and the man who founded this business.
We all have seen movies and heard music depicting the lifestyle and Hip-Hop culture which emerged from the
West Coast. More specifically, areas such as Compton and Long Beach have been the birth places of new
genres of music and fashion. The movie; Straight Outta Compton is one such example, that has given us a
glimpse into this colorful history. Super iconic stars were born there: Snoop Dogg, Ice Cube, Dr. Dre and Eazy
E. ust to name a few. Many of us have seen documentaries discussing the culture, the emergence of huge gang
networks such as the Crips and the Bloods. Through the past three decades much of the behind the scenes
history has been exposed. The artist’s motivation, the overwhelming desire to create fashion, music and movies
that would express being part of that culture. It is necessary to consider the confluence of circumstances;
political, social and economic realities from which the OneWest brand emerged.
The founder and CEO of the OneWest brand was dramatically impacted and influenced through his exposure
(both good and bad) and being involved in all things we associate with Compton, California through such
movies and music. Darnell Price became known as “O.G. Cuicide”, his contribution to music, movies and
media was cultivated through his direct experience and relationships. O.G. was blessed to be part of this rich
culture and be taught the business by legends in the industry. It is an amazing story that needs to be told. The
OneWest brand tells the story, celebrates the art and gives O.G. the ability to share it with the world through his
Radio broadcast, the Magazine and an incredible Apparel line.
His very first song recorded in “a real studio”, was recorded with the late Mixmaster, Spade in 1987. From
there he continued doing music and appearing in shows. O.G. began his exposure by being featured on: Living
on the Edge of Insanity; The Life Album by Toddy Tee. The track was titled United We Stand Divided We
Fall.
As the pressure and exposure to a seemingly endless lifestyle high-impact and dangerous circumstances began
to wear on O.G. he almost gave up! Around December 31, 1991 O.G survived a suicide attempt. By most
people’s standards, this would have literally been it. By the grace of God, this could have easily been an echo of
a story all too familiar in Compton during this time.
Things began to change and positive influences took center stage for O.G. In 1992 he met R&B singer and
songwriter Leon Haywood CEO of Eve Jim Records well known from his hit record released in 1975 (I Want
To Do Something Freaky To You) Mr. Haywood signed O.G. to Eve Jim records and became a Mentor as well
as a Godfather to him and showed him the music game.
O.G gained experience and knowledge ranging from contracts, publishing and copyrights while recording his
album in 1993. He began to do a lot of touring. Through this experience, while in Houston, Texas he worked
with artist such as Lil Flip Lil Kano and D Red.
In 1994 he released a maxi single with four (4) tracks associated with Eve Jim Records (Still Flowing) (Bang
get it Over With) (Final Exit) (This Shit is Real).
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In 1995 O.G. followed up with a full self-titled album Cuicide. Final Exit being the lead track off of the album.
The streets loved the album! This album gained significant attention in the overseas market. This opened up the
exposure of an international tour; performing in Japan, Germany, France, London, Australia and Switzerland.
In 1996 his contract expired with Eve Jim records and this marked a new career threshold. The true beginning
of a professional journey that would demonstrate all the knowledge learned from his legendary Godfather, Mr.
Leon Haywood. O.G. put this wealth of knowledge, hard work and experience to use. Building as a brand that
would continue to grow and expand.
Prior to the death of the late Eazy-E, O.G. was negotiating a record deal for Ruthless Records. In 1996 his
contribution to this effort was writing a hook on the one Mo Nigga to Go album by member of NWA, Dj Yella.
The song was titled 2Two Faced. Into 1998 the studio work began. A studio located in Gardena, Ca. offered
new opportunity. Executive Entertainment hosted many talented artists, collaborations with Big Jess and G
Fred and was also introduced to Bigg Droop, who was a partner of Executive Entertainment. O.G. signed a
three year contract and recorded an album titled ; Wonder Why, that released in 1999 and featured King
Tee Big Syke from Thug Life. Ruthless Records Recording Artists; BG Knocc Out and Gangsta Dresta and
from the Comrades Leicy Locc . This album really gained momentum and took off. At this point success
began to be measured in dollars. O.G. got offered a $350,000 record deal by Priority Records. He turned it
down! O.G. earned his name on the streets and in the industry. The money never trumped his loyalty to
Executive Entertainment. In 1999 more exposure came from being featured on the album; West Coast Never
Dies The album also featured Spice 1 B- Legit E-40 Too Short WC Mack 10 Celly Cel Mac Shawn Daz
Dillinger Kurupt and Richie Rich.
In 2000 touring on the positive response to his Wonder Why album O.G reached an all-time high career benchmark. His exposure in Japan was remarkable; having features in Wheels Magazine, Lowrider Magazine and
Larry Flynt's publication Rap Pages. The momentum continued in 2002. Participating with the legendary
Jackson Family was an enormous milestone. O.G. found himself having the ability to collaborate with the
project; film Diamonds from the Bantus. The father of the Jackson family, Mr. Joe Jackson, spear headed this
project. This gave way to O.G. recording the title track for the film which had its debut in 2003 Creating a new
business endeavor named CG records soon followed. This business was also known as Cidal Gang Records
and prompted the release of two mix tapes; Go Hard or Go Home, Volume One in 2004. This project was
developed with various well-known artists. Go Hard or Go Home Volume Two was comprised of a double
CD.
Now O.G Cuicide is the executive producer and creator the One West Movement and brand. The album single
release; Never Give Up is a testament to this man’s career and all things that embody this brand. Songs such as;
I'm the Reason, Diamonds from the Bantus, Bare with Me, Death by Association, Triple Death, Neva , and
Keep It G express and underscore the mindset, determination and perseverance O.G. has shown throughout his
life. Having the pleasure to also work with RBX, Bad Azz, K- Bar of 5 Footaz, Warren G, Spider Loc helped
pave the way for the music careers of Swoop G and AD.
The One West brand draws from those years of colorful experiences. Ups and downs, trials and tribulations,
experience and positive influences have all come together in this circumstance to create ONE WEST
MAGAZINE, ONE WEST RADIO AND ONE WEST APPAREL. The sky is the limit here. These mediums
have been created to highlight, illustrate and give people a unique ability to visualize this exciting part of our
ever-changing culture.
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